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0 Overview
SmartPacker software assists shippers solve the container loading problem, to increase space utilization,
and reduce time spent on calculation and planning.
The Standard Edition computes loading multi types of cargo into container. In comparison with the Free
Edition, its algorithm allow different types of cargo be placed in a more mixed fashion.
The software is designed for scenarios like,, a purchaser tunes the cargo combination in an order to fit into
a FTL, or a logistics contractor estimates how many containers needed in making a quote, or a manufacturing
company makes shipment plan to fulfill orders on ongoing base, when they care container space utilization.
The software requires Windows 64bit.
The default size of the software interface is 1366x768 to fit in small laptop screen but you can enlarge it.
The software does not require internet access.
It did not check update automatically either, you may visitwww.zhihuo.net/v3 to check update.
This download is for 30-day trial, when
 The software is provided as is, no guarantee. You’d check the result before you use.
 You may use it for commercial purpose, but don’t crack nor do reverse engineering.
Any questions, comments, please contact ZhiHuo company.
Email: zhzx@zhihuo.com

1 The software package
The downloaded package is in zip format, when unzipped, you see the following files in the folder:






Thefile with blue logo is the executable, double click it to run the software (no installation needed).
The .dll, bpl files are supporting libraries for the software to run.
In the 3s subfolder, the data.xlsx file is for maintain the container and cargo specifications.
When you no longer want it, just delete the folder, no un-installation needed.

Open the data.xlsx file,
st
 The 1 sheet is for cargo, each record has 5 fields: name of the cargo, length, width and height of the
cargo by mm, and whether the cargo unit shall stay upwards.

nd

 The 2 sheet is for the loading space, length, width and height for each container are provided.

These data are provided as examples, for being replaced by the actual data for your cargo and container.
The software read these two data sheet upon start.
After you update and save the data.xlsx, if you could not start the software, contact zhzx@zhihuo.com for
support, it may be a data format issue.
If your cargo and space have got more specifications to account for, e.g. number of layers allowed in
stacking, width constraint at the back door, etc. , contact ZhiHuo for other editions.
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2 Tune your cargo-quantity combination interactively
You see following user interface, when the software starts

 You see 20 types of cargo with quantity, which is called the cargo-quantity panel.
 A three dimensional illustration, with controls to show the loading plan step by step.
 Control panel in the right side, to switch container in use, show fill rate, etc.
The software works interactively: you alter the cargo-quantity combination; the change takes effect
immediately in loading plan illustrated.
For example, you change the number of C from 0 to 10, the software responds as below, answer you yes
10 C can be loaded as illustrated.
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Next, if you move the mouse pointer to the quantity of P, you can roll the mouse to increase the quantity
from 0 to 3, the software responds that 10C + 3P can be loaded as below;

What if we did not limit C to stay upwards? Just click to uncheck the Upwards field of C. You see 4 of C are
now rotated and floor space got saved.

You may try change the product name, length, etc. to see how the result responds.
 For a text field, you click to select the field, then use keyboard to edit.
 For a checkbox, e.g. Upwards, click to check or uncheck.
 For a number field, e.g. length, quantity, after selection, you may key a new value and Return, or use
arrow key or mouse roll to fine tune the number.
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If you have edited and saved the product list in Excel and do not need to amend them during compute, to
avoid unintentional change when you moving mouse around, you’d uncheck the “Edit Cargo” checkbox, which
change the product name, length, width and height into gray color and not editable.

The cargo-quantity panel with red-green lights is designed to facilitatethe exploration in possible
cargo-quantity combinations to reach an optimum one, to support following use cases:
 A purchaser may want to make an order that the cargo can fit into a FCL (full container load). She
wouldstart with must-buys, lateradd optional items to get a combination with high cubic fill rate.
 A supplier would plan container shipmentto a client to fulfill orders received on an ongoing base.
The cargo are divided and combined into multi container load, each with optimum space utilization.
ZhiHuo provides customized edition to use order and stock data, execute prioritizing rules, in computing
container shipment plans.
The quantity field for each cargo is paired with a red-green light: Green means it can still be increased,
and Red means otherwise - the software did not find a loading plan for the container to accommodate the
cargo-quantity combinationif that quantity be added by one.
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When you explore and tune the cargo-quantity combination, you can enhance your understanding of the
loading plan by change the horizontal or vertical observation angle.

You can also click “Next Group” button, etc. to show the loading plan step by step.

In the illustrated loading plan, you see this edition of SmartPacker software loads the 5 cargo-quantity in
container, when different cargo may right-leftmixed .
You see all the 5 quantities are paired with green light, means all of them can still be increased.
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You continue increase the cargo-quantity combination, for example, 12S, and see
 The loading is now getting close to the back door
 All 6 quantities show green
3
 In the right side bottom, you see volume of cargo reach 58.6m , and cubic fill rate reaches 79.8%

You may continue add 20 T into the container. In comparison, the Free Edition can not add 1T from the
same cargo-quantity base, because it does not allow left-right mix of different type.
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Below we input the maximum cargo-quantity combination reached in the Free Edition case. You see
although C and M reach their limits too, the other 4 types are still increasable.

You may increase the quantities of the 4 cargo, till all 6 lights turn red.
3
To this state, the cargo volume reaches 66.3m , and cubic fill rate reaches 90.3%.
Note this description of planning process is to show how the software works, in real world, you add cargo
into the container based on business considerations like order, stock, profit, time ,etc. when this software assist
you compute whether and how the cargo mix can be loaded.
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